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Assemblies of monodisperse FePt nanoparticles (NPs) are

promising candidates for next-generation data storage media.

Recording densities beyond 1 Tbit inch�2 can be envisioned[1]

due to the high uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy of this

alloy, which can reach 107 J m�3 along the [001] direction of

the face-centered tetragonal (fct) L10 phase.[2] Triggered by

the seminal work of Sun and co-workers,[3] the chemical

synthesis of FePt NPs has been extensively studied in the last

few years.[4] Unfortunately, as-prepared NPs exhibit the

chemically disordered face-centered cubic (fcc) structure.

Therefore, their post-synthetic treatment by thermal anneal-

ing is necessary to form the desired ordered fct structure. This

phase transition is only possible for FexPt100�x NPs with x in

the range of 40–68.[5] However, despite remarkable progress in

the synthesis of size- and shape-controlled FePt NPs,[6,7,8c] a

robust method for the preparation of particles exhibiting

homogeneous composition is lacking. It has been shown that

the initially reported synthesis[3] as well as derived methods[6,8]

systematically lead to NPs with an Fe-depleted core and an

Fe-rich shell.[9,10] Such a core–shell structure is, of course,

disadvantageous in view of the subsequent transformation to

the L10 phase. Based on theoretical calculations, it can be

expected that a higher amount of thermal energy is required

for the phase transition and that a lower degree of ordering per

particle is obtained.[11]

The common scheme of the reported synthetic procedures,

carried out in a high-boiling-point ether, is the reduction of

platinum acetylacetonate, Pt(acac)2, accompanied by thermal

decomposition of the iron precursor in the presence of a

combination of oleic acid (OAc) and oleylamine (OAm)
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stabilizers. In addition to the originally used iron penta-

carbonyl [Fe(CO)5], several ionic Fe precursors have been

studied.[6b–d,8] However, in spite of these modifications NPs

with uniform Fe distribution could not be obtained. We

attribute the formation of NPs with an Fe-depleted core to the

different reaction kinetics of the Fe and Pt precursors, which

strongly depends on their interaction with the stabilizing

ligands. In the reported reactions, OAc preferentially binds to

Fe atoms, whereas OAm has a higher affinity for Pt atoms.[7a]

Herein, we describe a general strategy for the synthesis of

FePt NPs with a large size range (3–16 nm), which show

homogeneous radial composition and close to equimolar

stoichiometry. With the goal to equilibrate the reactivity of the

Fe and Pt precursors, we chose a nitrile surfactant, namely

pentadecanenitrile (PN), which binds more strongly to Pt

atoms than OAm. The use of this new surfactant has dramatic

consequences on the size, size distribution, stoichiometry, and

composition of the resulting FePt NPs.

FePt NPs were synthesized following the procedure

reported by Sun et al.,[3] but replacing OAm with PN (see

Experimental Section). A striking feature of the as-prepared

NPs is revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

analysis (Figure 1): a bimodal size distribution is obtained,

independently of the [OAc]:[PN] ratio used. In the reaction

leading to the NPs shown in Figure 1, application of 0.5 mmol

of OAc and 0.5 mmol of PN yielded spherical FePt NPs 3.86

and 14.4 nm in diameter. Both populations showed narrow

size distributions with a standard deviation of 9 and 7%,

respectively (Figure S1, Supporting Information). After

separating the two size fractions by size-selective precipita-

tion,[12] the mass fraction of the smaller NPs was determined as

80%. High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) studies (see insets in

Figure 1) show that the 3.86-nm NPs are essentially

monocrystalline, while in the case of the 14.4-nm NPs, several

orientations of the lattice planes are observed within one

particle, which indicates polycrystallinity.

The mean size of each fraction of NPs can be controlled by

the [OAc]:[Fe(CO)5] ratio, which indicates substantial

participation of the Fe precursor in the nucleation process.

As visible in Figure 2, for a given concentration of OAc the

variation of the concentration of PN has little effect on the

mean diameter of the NPs (smaller size fraction analyzed

here). The newly developed synthetic method gives access to

an unprecedented large range of diameters, from 3 to 6 nm for

the smaller and from 12 to 16 nm for the bigger NPs

(Figure S2). For both the smaller and the larger NPs obtained

in one synthesis, the global composition was nearly equiatomic

(Fe50Pt50), as evidenced by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)

analysis (Figure S3). More information about the elemental

distribution within individual particles was obtained by

energy-filtering TEM (EFTEM), which enabled the recording

of chemical maps (Figure 3 and Figure S4). For comparison, a

sample synthesized using the standard procedure[3] was also

investigated. It clearly appears that the NPs synthesized with

OAm as the Pt ligand present a core–shell structure, with an

iron-depleted core (Figure 3a and d). In contrast, NPs

synthesized with the PN stabilizer unambiguously exhibit a

more homogeneous elemental distribution, both for bigger

(Figure 3b and e) and smaller NPs (Figure 3c and f).
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Figure 1. TEM images of as-synthesized FePt NPs. The use of OAc and

PN as stabilizers results in a bimodal size distribution. a) Region with

3.86-nm NPs; b) zone containing a majority of 14.4-nm NPs (insets:

HRTEM images).

Figure 2. Mean size of the FePt NPs obtained (smaller size fraction) as a

function of the [PN]:[OAc] and [OAc]:[Fe(CO)5] ratios used. The error bars

correspond to the size distributions determined with TEM.

1140
As expected, the diffractogram of the 3.86-nm NPs (Figure 4a)

exhibits broader diffraction peaks than that of the 14.4-nm

NPs (Figure 4c). On the basis of Scherrer’s formula, for the

3.86-nm NPs an average particle size of 3.4 nm was estimated
Figure 3. EFTEM chemical maps measured at the Fe and Pt thresholds: a)

NPs synthesized with OAc/OAm; b),e) 14.4-nm NPs and c),f) 3.86-nm NPs

OAc/PN stabilizing ligands.
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from the width of the X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks, which is

in good accordance with the diameter determined with TEM.

On the other hand, the crystallite size obtained from X-ray

analysis of the 14.4-nm NPs is only 6.1 nm, which confirms their

polycrystalline character. Both types of NPs crystallized in the

fcc structure of the chemically disordered phase. The

calculated lattice parameter a was 3.8675 Å for the smaller

NPs and 3.8515 Å for the larger ones. Using Végard’s law,[13]

the corresponding core compositions were calculated as

Fe42Pt58 and Fe46Pt54, respectively, which are very close to

the global composition (Fe50Pt50) measured by EDX analysis.

In contrast, for the NPs produced with OAm as the Pt ligand,

the core composition deduced from the lattice parameter

(a¼ 3.884 Å) is Fe30Pt70, which confirms the core–shell

structure of these NPs.

Importantly, the homogeneous FePt NPs obtained with PN

as the Pt ligand exhibit superior magnetic properties compared

to NPs prepared with OAm. Figure 4e shows the magnetiza-

tion as a function of temperature when applying a large field of

50 kOe. The Curie temperatures measured for the as-

synthesized NPs prepared with PN are significantly higher

(383 K for 3.86-nm NPs; >600 K for 14.4- and 16-nm NPs) than

those of NPs prepared with OAm (260 K for 3.5-nm NPs),

which agrees with the increased iron content of the magnetic

cores of the NPs. Thermal annealing at 650 8C (1 h, vacuum)

induced the desired fcc! fct transformation for both size

fractions of the NPs prepared with PN (Figure 4b,d). However,

the narrowing of the peaks indicates coalescence of the NPs

during the annealing process. The opened hysteresis loops

observed at T¼ 300 K after annealing at 650 8C (Figure S5) are

consistent with the large anisotropy ferromagnetic L10 phase.

Although small (<4 nm) FePt NPs synthesized with OAm

can also be transferred into the L10 phase by annealing at

650 8C, this is not the case for bigger ones (5 to 7 nm) obtained

by using an excess of OAm and OAc.[6a,10] Indeed, these NPs

are still superparamagnetic at room temperature, and XRD

analysis reveals that the L12 structure (FePt3) has been formed
,d) 7.0-nm FePt

produced with

bH & Co. KGaA, We
as a consequence of their overall Fe-depleted

composition. On the contrary, when using PN

as the Pt ligand, NPs of all size ranges (from 3

to 16 nm) yield the L10 phase after thermal

annealing.

Stabilizing ligands play a crucial role in

controlling the size, size dispersion, composi-

tion, and shape of chemically synthesized

NPs.[14] The key factor is the type and strength

of interaction between the organic ligand and

the metal atoms. The Fe–OAc interaction is

rather strong, with energies approaching the

values of covalent bonds.[15] Pt ions generally

show a strong affinity towards ligands capable

of establishing p bonds, such as CN� or

NO2
�.[16] While the amine group can only act

as a s donor, the nitrile function, isoelectronic

with CO, additionally acts as a p acceptor in

dp–p� bonds.[17] We hypothesize that the

formation of a stable Pt–nitrile complex

results in comparable nucleation kinetics of

the Pt and Fe precursors, which are at the
inheim small 2008, 4, No. 8, 1139–1142



Figure 4. a–d) X-ray diffractograms of as-synthesized (a,c) and annealed (b,d) NPs (a,b:

3.86 nm, c,d: 14.4 nm). e) Temperature-dependent normalized magnetization for various

amounts of Pt ligands (OAc: 0.5mmol).
origin of the observed homogenous composition of the NPs.

As concerns the bimodal size distribution, our results clearly

suggest that it is induced by the use of the PN ligand. A control

experiment carried out under the same reaction conditions as

for the syntheses presented in Figure 2 but using 2 mmol of PN

as the only stabilizing ligand (i.e., without the use of OAc),

yielded two populations consisting of 2.4- and 7-nm NPs. In

contrast to OAm, PN can act as a bridging ligand between Pt

atoms and, furthermore, its shorter carbonaceous chain leads

to an increase of the attractive interaction between particles,

thus promoting their aggregation.[15,18] Considering these

elements, the formation of the large NPs could be attributed to

an ordered, aggregative growth process,[19] which competes

with the classical growth by diffusion of the small particles. To
Figure 5. a) Evolution of the temperature of the reaction mixture during the synthesis of FeP

Aliquots taken at different stages of the reaction are indicated by P1 to P10. b–f) TEM image

small 2008, 4, No. 8, 1139–1142 � 2008 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, We
get a better comprehension of the formation

mechanism of the bimodal size distribution,

aliquots were taken at different stages of the

reaction and analyzed with TEM (Figure 5).

During the temperature increase from

100 to 287 8C, a notable color change of the

reaction mixture was observed from pale

yellow (P1) to dark yellow (P2), brown (P3),

and then black (P4–P10). While P1 did not

yield products analyzable with TEM, aliquot

P2 was composed of small monodisperse

NPs with a mean diameter of 2 nm, which

formed three-dimensional superstructures

upon solvent evaporation (Figure 5b).

Increasing the temperature to 200 8C (P3)

resulted in the formation of bigger (6–9 nm)

particles. Their interreticular distances
determined from HRTEM images lie in the range of 2.214–

2.231 Å, that is, typical values of FePt alloy with close to

equimolar composition. The small NPs of P2 were still visible;

however, their supramolecular aggregation was no longer

observed, which indicates that their concentration was much

lower than at P2. At P4, two distinct size fractions of bigger

(12–13 nm) and smaller NPs (3.5 nm) were visible, which at P8

partially auto-organized. Prolonging the heating for a further

16 h (Figure 5f) reproducibly led to the nearly complete

disappearance of the bigger NPs and resulted in a mono-

disperse population of 3.8-nm NPs (s¼ 7.1%).

The observed behavior cannot be interpreted on the basis

of the classical theory of Ostwald ripening, which implies the

growth of larger particles at the expense of smaller ones,
t NPs using 0.5mmol of OAc and 0.5mmol of PN.

s of selected aliquots.
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driven by a reduction of the total surface free energy.[20]

Prominent examples of the observed reverse ripening process,

termed digestive ripening, are gold and silver NPs.[21] Lee and

co-workers recently proposed a theoretical model for digestive

ripening, assuming charged particles.[22] Our system follows

intriguingly well the predicted evolution of size distribution,

namely 1) formation of an initial bidisperse state consisting of

distinct populations of small and large NPs, followed by

2) decay of the larger particles with time to finally yield a

monodisperse population of small particles. However, further

studies are necessary to unravel the chemical reactions

involved in the formation of FePt NPs and to correlate theory

and experiment in more detail.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that Pt–ligand

interaction plays a key role in the synthesis of FePt NPs.

The use of PN gives access to a large range of NP diameters

(3–16 nm) within two distinct size distributions. Importantly,

both size fractions comprise monodisperse NPs of homo-

geneous radial composition and close to equimolar stoichio-

metry. It is expected that these homogeneous NPs will provide

significant advantages over particles of core–shell type in their

subsequent transformation to the L10 phase. Using, for

example, the recently developed salt-annealing technique,[23]

the presented synthesis method paves the way for obtaining a

large size range of fully ordered fct FePt NPs with a high

potential for application in magnetic data storage media.
Experimental Section

A stirred mixture of Pt(acac)2 (98%; 197mg, 0.5mmol) and 1,2-

hexadecanediol (90%; 390mg, 1.5mmol) in dioctyl ether (99%;

17mL, 13.7 g) was heated under argon at 100 8C for 1 h, which

resulted in a light-yellow transparent solution. A mixture of

Fe(CO)5 (99.99%; 196mg, 1mmol) and designated amounts (e.g.,

0.5mmol each) of OAc (99%) and PN (97%) in dioctyl ether (3mL,

2.418 g) was injected into the Pt-containing solution and the

temperature was raised to 287 8C at a rate of 10 8Cmin�1. Aliquots

(0.5mL) of the reaction mixture were taken at different time

intervals and diluted with toluene (1mL), followed by precipitation

with ethanol and dispersion in fresh toluene. After 30min of

reflux, the reaction mixture was cooled to room temperature.

Purification was carried out by adding anhydrous ethanol (80mL)

to the reaction mixture, centrifugation, and redispersion of the

NPs in toluene (20mL).
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